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What will the Aerospace and Defense (A&D) industry look like in
2025? Five and a half years seems far away, yet with the pace of
technological advancement, it is essentially right around the corner.
Where should I focus my organization’s resources? Do I need to
consider new product offerings? Does my operating model support
growth targets? How can I leverage technology to improve my
operational performance? These are just a few of the key questions
A&D leaders are considering when thinking about how to create
value and excel in 2025.
As industry products get more complex (think autonomous and
electromagnetic weapons, and hypersonics), it can be crucial for
A&D companies to differentiate themselves in the marketplace
through integrated digital operating capabilities. In 2025, it will
likely be imperative for A&D companies to embrace and solidify
an operating model that integrates digital technology throughout
the development, production, and sustainment of their products
instead of relying on tangential disconnected digital components.
As part of a recent Deloitte study, we found that A&D organizations
are forward-thinking in their digital strategies but lagging in their
digital maturity.1 This digital maturity will likely be vital to operations
in 2025.
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Paul Wellener, Heather Manolian, and Stephen Laaper, Distinctive Traits of
Digital Frontrunners in Manufacturing, Deloitte, 2018.

Digital maturity means “being digital,” and having digital as the
core component of the A&D organization’s operating model.
Organizations will likely be unable to succeed by operating in silos
with antiquated technologies. A&D companies should proactively
pursue new tools and technologies today, and emphatically view
their organization as an ecosystem of interworking parts—a
digital “team of teams” concept. Perhaps most critically, this
digital operating model should allow the organization to expand
technologies and subsequent insights to include suppliers,
customers, and partners.2 Finally, it should support extraordinary
volumes of data generated by each new technology or partner
involved in the ecosystem, and interpret that data to continue
to evolve.
We believe there are five key capabilities that are likely to be
foundational in developing digital maturity to operate successfully
in 2025: supply chain control tower, smart factory, automation,
blockchain, and cyberspace security. These capabilities represent
constructive areas for A&D organizations to measure their
commitment to embracing the digital operating model and
enterprise, and will likely help to differentiate themselves from
growing competition.

2.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution: are you ready? Deloitte Insights, 20187.
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Supply chain control tower
What is it?
The instantaneous understanding
of and access to the status and
location of parts for a system or
product. A supply chain control
tower provides real-time asset
visibility, allowing for:
•• Tracking and tracing inventory at
the lowest part level
•• A single source of truth
with global reach for ease
in communication

What can it provide to A&D?
•• Improved understanding of
part shortages
•• Effective allocation of
critical parts
•• Efficient production
workforce planning
•• Enhanced insight into
procurement challenges
•• Data to drive part improvements
and deliveries

•• Accurate statuses, understood
through dashboards that update
in real time

Why should A&D companies care about a
control tower?
As many A&D companies deal with large supply
networks, each with their own intricacies and nuances,
determining what inventory is physically present can be
a fundamental part of understanding where companies
are possibly at risk. A control tower can offer numerous
benefits to enable better data organization and usage
for decision-making:
•• Provides a natural integration point for coordination
on data, insights, and executions; creates
accountability for all parties involved
•• Enables enhanced customer service by improving
accurate part traceability and inventory, supply, and
maintenance performance
•• Fundamental in developing a process to forecast and
predict part health and performance

•• Integration with existing
platforms to enable immediate
action

•• Savings on maintenance and repair costs—Deloitte
estimated a $30M+ cost avoidance for a recent
implementation at one A&D client

Smart factory
What is it?
A flexible and integrated system
that connects the physical aspects
of production to the digital world:
•• Based on multiple points of
connectivity to allow the system
to self-optimize performance
across a broader network

What can it provide to A&D?
•• Real-time status reporting on
production progress to goals
•• Improved capability to manage
factory floor risk
•• Instantaneous adjustments to
account for variability

•• Self-adaptable to new conditions
in real or near-real time and
autonomously capable of
running entire production
processes
•• Fully realized when shop floor
decisions and insights are
integrated with the rest of
the supply chain and broader
enterprise3
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Adam Mussomeli, Stephen Laaper, Marty Hartigan, et. al., The Smart Factory, Deloitte
University Press, 2017.

Why should A&D companies care about
Smart factory?
Building complex products that can take years, in some
instances, to produce opens an A&D factory up to a
host of opportunities for variability that can greatly
impact delivery times. Embracing Smart factory network
connectivity can enable A&D companies to adjust to that
variability in real-time and adapt to avoid it in the future.
This capability can produce several advantages to the
entire factory, including:
•• Improved workforce productivity and efficiency4,5
•• Enhanced safety on the factory floor
•• Higher production quality on a continual basis
•• Reduced enterprise costs and delivery times
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Simon Jacobson. Harvest the Value of Smart Manufacturing in
the Supply Chain, Not the Factory, Gartner, May 7, 2018.
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The Smart Factory, Deloitte University Press, 2017.
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Automation
What is it?
A way to execute repetitive, rulesbased business processes using
virtual machine assets to eliminate
human error and productivity
limitations. Automation consists of
two parts:
•• Robotic Process Automation
(RPA)—The tactical completion of
repetitive process by robots
•• Robotic cognitive automation
(RCA)—a system that allows
robotic automation to learn,
adapt, and continually optimize
as it performs a task

•• Efficient identification of
data (parts, purchase orders,
shipments, etc.) across
multiple systems

Why should A&D companies care
about automation?
Automation can enable A&D companies to drive higher
productivity, increase compliance, and reduce error
rates, all at a lower cost. Examples of automation value
add include:

•• Nearly instantaneous metric
calculation and status reporting

•• Higher throughput through automated
continuous 24/7 operations.

•• Management of inventory
through automation of
replenishment orders

•• Reduction in costs to execute transactional processes
by 25 to 50 percent.6

What can it provide to A&D?

•• Training and labor cost savings: Typically, one robot
can complete the work of two to five full-time
equivalents.7
•• Quality improvements and elimination of human error:
Robots perform consistently, accurately, and tirelessly.8
They do not need a break or time off and can work
continuously.
6.

Institute for Robotic Process Automation & Artificial
Intelligence; accessed from https://irpaai.com/.
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Blockchain
What is it?
Blockchain is a shared data
construct providing all participants
with a replicated single source of
truth. It uses cryptographic
techniques to provide secure
transactions, and the accurate
accounting of money, property, or
other assets:
•• Blockchain’s peer-to-peer
protocol allows it to share critical
information with stakeholders
while still maintaining a
central repository.

What can it provide to A&D?
•• A central, single “version of truth”
for part history for the entire life
of the part
•• An easy method to share
part transaction forms across
multiple parties
•• Secure sharing and tracking of
part information
•• Paperless transaction processing

•• Adoption is sharply increasing;
Gartner, Inc. projects a business
value-add growth to $176 billion
by 2025 and $3.1 trillion by 2030.9

Why should A&D companies care
about blockchain?
In an environment where part reliability is critical,
blockchain serves as the universal ledger throughout a
parts life cycle and maintains that part’s history in one
consolidated location. Blockchain can have numerous
benefits, including:
•• Accelerated maintenance preparation and execution,
because the sustainment organization can accurately
assess part history while the part is still installed on
the aircraft
•• Enhances supplier collaboration and streamlining of
part transactions
•• Provides unparalleled assurance of accountability and
security against counterfeit or unsuitable parts
•• Reduces resource requirements for digitizing,
archiving, and sharing paper forms and documents
•• Increases digital aircraft recordkeeping, with quicker
ownership transfer approval and sign off for leasing

9.
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Cyberspace security
What is it?
A&D companies operate in an
information age where the
combined power of an exponential
growth in computer capability,
data and connectivity is
fundamentally shaping the way the
world lives and works at an
accelerating pace. This trend is
only likely to continue between
now and 2025.
•• Cyberspace describes the
interdependent environment
of digital technology that
includes platforms, the internet,
telecommunications networks,
computer systems, as well as
embedded processors and
controllers.
•• It embraces operational
technologies extending back into
industrial supply chains, with all
the threats and opportunities
they bring.
•• These technologies are
embedded at an accelerating
pace into every aspect of an A&D
business through the internet
and the Internet of Things (IoT).

•• They underpin commercial digital
transformational aspirations and
the drive to exploit emerging
technologies such as those we
have described earlier in this
point of view.
What can it provide to A&D?
Cyberspace provides opportunities
for increased efficiency, betterinformed decision-making,
and improved competitiveness
through autonomous systems,
real-time data analytics, enhanced
operational situational awareness,
and substantial cost benefits.
Examples include:
•• Improved operational agility
through shifting the focus from
expensive new hardware options
to agile and reconfigurable
software-defined solutions
•• Near-instantaneous global reach
and collaboration
•• New opportunities through
innovative digital technologies
and products
•• Greater operational resilience
and responsiveness
•• Improved safety and operating
cost benefits

Why should A&D companies care
about cyberspace?
Modern conflict has moved into a state of persistent
global contest and competition through the cyber and
information space. Defense and industry are increasingly
treated as a common target set. Cyberspace can provide
a low-cost-of-entry, global, and nearly instantaneous
capability to a wide range of increasingly capable actors
to conduct espionage and subversive actions targeted
against A&D organizations:
•• International norms and the existing rules-based
order are often being deliberately challenged and
eroded; defense and commerce are increasingly the
targets of complex and capable espionage, disruption,
and subversion.
•• Commercial aerospace markets and defense programs
are key elements of both national prosperity and
defense agendas, making A&D a high-priority target
for state and nonstate actors, as well as serious
organized crime.
•• Critical A&D supply chain and operational interdependencies represent significant opportunities to
both state and nonstate actors to disrupt strategic
political and defense decision-making and capability,
posing a significant threat to national security.
•• In addition to reputational and compliance
implications, both state and nonstate actors are
actively “stealing” expensive R&D data, therefore
accelerating their own capabilities and competitive
advantage at a minimal cost and to the detriment of
their victims.
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Closing thoughts
Planning for 2025 is a daunting task,
especially since A&D organizations have
many competing strategic and tactical
considerations. However, long-term
planning and foresight are critical to
successfully delivering the services that
A&D customers may demand in 2025.
Delay in developing digital capabilities
could potentially put companies at a
competitive disadvantage when these
technologies are more broadly used
throughout the industry, as we suspect
will likely be the case in 2025.

6

Supply chain control tower, smart factory,
automation, blockchain, and cyberspace
security are clear capabilities for A&D
companies to help position themselves as
leaders among their peers. It is important
to recognize that, while each one of these
can improve the company’s capabilities,
true digital maturity will likely require an
operational mindset of “being digital,”
instead of merely doing digital things.
Companies that begin incorporating these
capabilities into their business today likely
stand a much greater chance of being
prepared to thrive in 2025.
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